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Rights to Health Care Jun 19 2019 Human existence is marked by pain, limitation, disability, disease, suffering, and death. These facts of life
and of death give ample grounds for characterizing much of the human condition as unfortunate. A core philosophical question is whether
the circumstances are in addition unfair or unjust in the sense of justifying claims on the resources, time, and abilities of others. The
temptation to use the languages of rights and of justice is und- standable. Faced with pain, disability, and death, it seems natural to complain
that "someone should do something", "this is unfair", or "it just isn't fight that people should suffer this way". Yet it is one thing to complain
about the unfairness of another's actions, and another thing to complain about the unfairness of biological or physical processes. If no one is
to blame for one's illness, disability, or death, in what sense are one's unfortunate circumstances unfair or unjust? How can claims against
others for aid and support arise if no one has caused the unfortunate state of affairs? To justify the languages of fights to health care or
justice in health care requires showing why particular unfortunate circumstances are also unfair, in the sense of demanding the labors of
others. It requires understanding as well the limits of property claims. After all, claims regarding justice in health care or about fights to
health care limit the property fights of those whose resources will be used to provide care.
The Transformation of American International Power in the 1970s Aug 02 2020 Barbara Zanchetta analyzes the evolution of AmericanSoviet relations during the 1970s, from the rise of détente during the Nixon administration to the policy's crisis and fall during the final
years of the Carter presidency. This study traces lines of continuity among the Nixon, Ford, and Carter administrations and assesses its
effects on the ongoing redefinition of America's international role in the post-Vietnam era. Against the background of superpower
cooperation in arms control, Dr. Zanchetta analyzes aspects of the global bipolar competition, including U.S.-China relations, the turmoil in
Iran and Afghanistan, and the crises in Angola and the Horn of Africa. In doing so, she unveils both the successful transformation of
American international power during the 1970s and its long-term problematic legacy.
Jazz in the 1970s Apr 29 2020 Breaking through pervasive misconceptions, Jazz in the 1970s explores a pivotal decade in jazz history. Many
consider the 1970s to be the fusion decade, but Bill Shoemaker pushes back against this stereotype with a bold perspective that examines
both the diverse musical innovations and cultural developments that elevated jazz internationally. He traces events that redefined jazz’s role
in the broadband arts movement as well as the changing social and political landscape. Shoemaker immerses readers in the cultural
transformation of jazz through: official recognition with events like Jimmy Carter’s White House Jazz Picnic and the release of The
Smithsonian Collection of Classic Jazz; the market validation of avant-garde musicians by major record labels and the concurrent spike in
artist-operated record labels and performance spaces; the artistic influence and economic impact of jazz festivals internationally; the
emergence of government and foundation grant support for jazz in the United States and Europe; and the role of media in articulating a fastchanging scene. Shoemaker details the lives and work of well-known innovators (such as Art Ensemble of Chicago, Anthony Braxton and
Sam Rivers) as well as barrier-breaking artists based in Europe (such as Derek Bailey, Peter Brötzmann and Chris McGregor) giving both
longtime fans and newcomers insights into the moments and personae that shaped a vibrant decade in jazz.
Since 1865 Aug 14 2021 The Brief American Pageant retains the vivid chronological narrative of its full-length counterpart, focusing on the
great public debates that have dominated American history. Engaging features draw students into the narrative, improving comprehension
and increasing their interest in the material. "Varying Viewpoints" features explore the scholarly debates surrounding major historical
issues, while "Makers of America" essays focus on the diverse ethnic, racial, and activist groups that compose America's pluralistic society.
The Search for the Codex Cardona Dec 26 2019 In The Search for the Codex Cardona, Arnold J. Bauer tells the story of his experiences on
the trail of a cultural treasure, a Mexican “painted book” that first came into public view at Sotheby’s auction house in London in 1982,
nearly four hundred years after it was presumably made by Mexican artists and scribes. On folios of amate paper, the Codex includes two
oversized maps and 300 painted illustrations accompanied by text in sixteenth-century paleography. The Codex relates the trajectory of the
Nahua people to the founding of the capital of Tenochtitlán and then focuses on the consequences of the Spanish conquest up to the 1550s.
If authentic, the Codex Cardona is an invaluable record of early Mexico. Yet there is no clear evidence of its origin, what happened to it after
1560, or even where it is today, after its last known appearance at Christie’s auction house in New York in 1998. Bauer first saw the Codex
Cardona in 1985 in the Crocker Nuclear Laboratory at the University of California, Davis, where scholars from Stanford and the University
of California were attempting to establish its authenticity. Allowed to gently lift a few pages of this ancient treasure, Bauer was hooked. By
1986, the Codex had again disappeared from public view. Bauer’s curiosity about the Codex and its whereabouts led him down many forking
paths—from California to Seville and Mexico City, to the Firestone Library in Princeton, to the Getty Museum in Los Angeles and Christie’s
in New York—and it brought him in contact with an international cast of curators, agents, charlatans, and erudite book dealers. The Search
for the Codex Cardona is a mystery that touches on issues of cultural patrimony, the workings of the rare books and manuscripts trade, the
uncertainty of archives and evidence, and the ephemerality of the past and its remains.
The American Pageant Jun 24 2022 THE AMERICAN PAGEANT enjoys a reputation as one of the most popular, effective, and entertaining
texts in American history. The colorful anecdotes, first-person quotations, and trademark wit bring American history to life. The Fifteenth
edition includes markedly deeper explorations of the cultural innovations, artistic movements, and intellectual doctrines that have engaged
and inspired Americans and shaped the course of American history. Additional pedagogical features make THE AMERICAN PAGEANT
accessible to students: part openers and chapter-ending chronologies provide a context for the major periods in American history, while
other features present primary sources, scholarly debates, and key historical figures for analysis. Available in the following options: THE
AMERICAN PAGEANT, Fifteenth Edition (Chapters 1-42); Volume 1: To 1877 (Chapters 1-22); Volume 2: Since 1865 (Chapters 22-42).
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Innovative Leaders in International Politics Feb 26 2020 In today's world, national leaders have immense power to make decisions affecting
millions of lives, both domestically and internationally. Yet questions about the performance of these leaders, and specifically what
psychological or external factors determine whether they will be innovative and effective or will muddle through, have received surprisingly
little attention. An introductory section presents main themes in the study of innovative leadership and in addition reviews the existing,
inadequate state of our knowledge. The two subsequent sections further explore the basic questions through case studies of leaders in
democratic systems and in transitional or authoritarian systems. By looking at the individual records of such major twentieth-century leaders

as De Gaulle, Adenauer, Gandhi, Gorbachev, Sadat, and several American presidents, the authors contribute fresh insights about the
particular leaders, consider how the type of system in which they functioned enhanced or constrained their innovativeness, and shed light on
the broader questions of what factors encourage or inhibit successful innovation in the international sphere.
American Pageant Jan 19 2022 THE AMERICAN PAGEANT enjoys a reputation as one of the most popular, effective, and entertaining texts
on American history. The colorful anecdotes, first-person quotations, and trademark wit bring American history to life. The 16th edition
includes a major revision of Part Six (the period from 1945 to the present), reflecting recent scholarship and providing greater thematic
coherence. The authors also condensed and consolidated material on the Wilson presidency and World War I (formerly Chapters 29 and 30)
into a new single chapter. A new feature, “Contending Voices,” offers paired quotes from original historical sources, accompanied by
questions that prompt students to think about conflicting perspectives on controversial subjects. Additional pedagogical aids make THE
AMERICAN PAGEANT accessible to students: part openers and chapter-ending chronologies provide a context for the major periods in
American history, while other features present additional primary sources, scholarly debates, and key historical figures for analysis.
Available in the following options: THE AMERICAN PAGEANT, Sixteenth Edition (Chapters 1-41); Volume 1: To 1877 (Chapters 1-22);
Volume 2: Since 1865 (Chapters 22-41). Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
The 1970s Oct 16 2021 A compelling framework for understanding the importance of the 1970s for America and the world The 1970s looks
at an iconic decade when the cultural left and economic right came to the fore in American society and the world at large. While many have
seen the 1970s as simply a period of failures epitomized by Watergate, inflation, the oil crisis, global unrest, and disillusionment with
military efforts in Vietnam, Thomas Borstelmann creates a new framework for understanding the period and its legacy. He demonstrates
how the 1970s increased social inclusiveness and, at the same time, encouraged commitments to the free market and wariness of
government. As a result, American culture and much of the rest of the world became more—and less—equal. Borstelmann explores how the
1970s forged the contours of contemporary America. Military, political, and economic crises undercut citizens' confidence in government.
Free market enthusiasm led to lower taxes, a volunteer army, individual 401(k) retirement plans, free agency in sports, deregulated airlines,
and expansions in gambling and pornography. At the same time, the movement for civil rights grew, promoting changes for women, gays,
immigrants, and the disabled. And developments were not limited to the United States. Many countries gave up colonial and racial
hierarchies to develop a new formal commitment to human rights, while economic deregulation spread to other parts of the world, from
Chile and the United Kingdom to China. Placing a tempestuous political culture within a global perspective, The 1970s shows that the
decade wrought irrevocable transformations upon American society and the broader world that continue to resonate today.
Great Events from History: 1956-1996 Sep 15 2021
AP* U.S. History Review and Study Guide for American Pageant 12th edition Jul 01 2020
The Great Transition Oct 04 2020 Raymond L. Garthoff examines the fateful final decade of U.S.-Soviet relations, from the start of the
Reagan administration in 1981 through the end of the Soviet era—the collapse of the communist bloc, the end of Gorbachev's failed
perestroika, and the demise of the Soviet Union itself at the end of 1991. While standing on its own, the book is a sequel to the author's
earlier acclaimed, Détente and Confrontation: American-Soviet Relations from Nixon to Reagan, which covers the period 1969-1980. This
volume features a detailed examination of the perspectives and actions of both the United States and the Soviet Union and their interaction,
including the interrelationships of domestic factors with foreign and security policies in both countries and the involvement of both powers
with other countries around the world, which infringed on their direct relationship. Besides analyzing the turn from confrontation to détente
over the years of the Reagan and Bush administrations and Brezhnev through the Gorbachev administration, it reflects on the significance of
the great transition from the cold war to a new era. It thus illuminates the very relevant recent history that underlines and informs AmericanRussian relations and the new situation of a post-Soviet, post-cold war world. Garthoff has obtained access to many formerly secret Soviet
documents on this period in the Russian archives, as well as to a number of official American documents that have only recently been
declassified. In addition, he has been able to interview and discuss the issues with many active or former Soviet and American officials. The
author concludes that the key development was the advent of a Soviet leader, Mikhail Gorbachev, who recognized the need to cast off a
failed world view and to end the cold war—and who successfully moved with the United States, under the Reagan and Bush administrations,
and others, to achieve that goal; notwithstanding his failure in the parallel attempt to revitalize and transform the Soviet Union. Selected by
Choice as an Outstanding Book of 1994
American Energy Policy in the 1970s Mar 29 2020 This historical investigation focuses exclusively on American energy policy in the 1970s.
Revisiting the last time energy issues came to the forefront of national political discourse, the essays collected here provide new insight into
the energy crisis of that decade—insights with clear implications for our present dilemmas.
The Emergence Of A Binational Israel Oct 24 2019 This book deals with the State of Israel as a binational political entity, focusing on
patterns of political behavior in Israel today in an atmosphere of continuing crisis, growing fragmentation and polarization, and important
changes in the country's domestic and international environment.
Cengage Advantage Books: The American Pageant, Volume 2: Since 1865 Jul 25 2022 Developed to meet the demand for a low-cost, highquality history book, this economically priced version of THE AMERICAN PAGEANT, Fifteenth Edition, offers readers the complete narrative
while limiting the number of features, photos, and maps. All volumes feature a paperback, two-color format for those seeking a
comprehensive, trade-sized history text. THE AMERICAN PAGEANT enjoys a reputation as one of the most popular, effective, and
entertaining texts in American history. The colorful anecdotes, first-person quotations, and trademark wit bring American history to life. The
fifteenth edition includes markedly deeper explorations of the cultural innovations, artistic movements, and intellectual doctrines that have
engaged and inspired Americans and shaped the course of American history. Additional features of THE AMERICAN PAGEANT help you
understand and master the content: chapter-ending chronologies provide a context for the major periods in American history, while other
features present global context and key historical figures for analysis. Available in the following split options: CENGAGE ADVANTAGE
BOOKS: THE AMERICAN PAGEANT, Fifteenth Edition Complete, Volume 1: To 1877, and Volume 2: Since 1865. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Basics on European Social Law Dec 06 2020 European Social Law at a glance The present book sets out – in a concise manner – the social
law of the European Union. Apart from core areas of European labour law, the regulation of which is based on the EU’s competence in social
policy, it covers notably the numerous rights based one the free movement of workers and other EU citizens, as well as the coordination of
social security. Beyond that, the book refers to other fields of EU regulation which are prone to cause conflicts between the member states’
national social law and the relevant EU norms, which remain challenging to resolve to this day. Extensive reference is made to the case law
of the European Court of Justice, which continues to have a paramount role in shaping the social law of the EU as it stands. The book is
primarily aimed at students confronted with European social law for the first time. Besides, it should constitute a well-structured source of
reference for law practitioners in the rising number of cases where EU law is of relevance for national legal practice.
Anti-Americanism: In the 21st century Sep 03 2020 Essays in the fourth volume examine key themes and flashpoints: the 'Bush Doctrine',
the Iraq War, the rise of Islamic Fundamentalism, US relations with the UN, and many others.
A Never-ending Conflict Sep 22 2019 Twelve Israeli historians and writers revisit the external and internal conflicts that have characterized
Israeli history to provide context, analysis, and lessons for the future.
Chick Flicks May 31 2020 Essays and autobiography from one of the pioneers of feminist film theory.
Nature and the Iron Curtain Aug 22 2019 In Nature and the Iron Curtain, the authors contrast communist and capitalist countries with
respect to their environmental politics in the context of the Cold War. Its chapters draw from archives across Europe and the U.S. to present
new perspectives on the origins and evolution of modern environmentalism on both sides of the Iron Curtain. The book explores similarities
and differences among several nations with different economies and political systems, and highlights connections between environmental

movements in Eastern and Western Europe.
Brothers at War Mar 09 2021 In this blockbusting trade debut, distinguished American professor Sheila Miyoshi Jager interweaves
international events and previously unknown personal accounts to give a brilliant new history of the war, its aftermath and its global impact
told from American, Korean, Soviet and Chinese sides. This is the first account to examine not only the military, but the social and political
aspects of the war across the whole region - and it takes the story up to the present day: for the current wrangles are part of a conflict that
has been ongoing for more than seventy years. Drawing on newly accessible diplomatic archives and reports from South Korea's Truth and
Reconciliation Comission, Jager not only analyses top-level military strategy but also depicts on-the-ground atrocities committed by both side
that have never been revealed. The most accessible, up-to-date and balanced account yet written, rich with maps and illustrations, Brothers
at War is the thrilling and highly original debut of a historian comparable to Max Hastings or Antony Beevor. It will become the definitive
chronicle of the struggle's origins, aftermath, and global impact for years to come. As North Korea enters the headlines again on the 60th
anniversary of the armistice, this book provides a vital and comprehensive account of a war between brothers that shaped the current crisis.
'I entered the prison and walked around and discovered the corpses; they were black and covered with flies. I couldn't believe how cruelly
these civilians were killed. I thought that it didn't matter whether this was done by the Communists or by our own troops -- it represented
the sorrow of a weak people, the tragedy of a civil war.' Yi Chun-yong, a South Korean prison guard recalls a massacre scene at Taejon
prison in 1950
1980 Feb 08 2021 Many people are aware that 1980 was an important moment in U.S. history: at a time of economic stagnation at home
and international defeat abroad, it represented a turning point in bringing Ronald Reagan to the presidency and inaugurating a conservative
era in American politics. What's less well known is how the popular culture of 1980 also marked a pivotal transition. By boring in with
granular detail on a few key touchstone areas--politics, music, film, television, and publishing--1980 describes a zeitgeist as it shifts,
capturing those elements that harkened back toward the seventies as they jostled with others that pointed forward to the eighties. The effect
is analogous to capturing in slow motion the mysterious but unmistakable process by which a child grows. The result is a lively, revealing,
and informative account not just of a single year and the social milieu of an era, but also a book that traces some of the most profound
rhythms of American history more generally. From who shot J.R. to The Dukes of Hazzard; from John and Yoko to the end of disco and the
rise of rap; from Heaven's Gate to Private Benjamin; and from Jimmy Carter's defeat to the rise of Ronald Reagan, Jim Cullen shows how
1980 can be seen as a pivot point in American culture--a time of change that ushered in the current era.
The Korean Journal of International Studies Apr 10 2021
The American Pageant Mar 21 2022
Koreans in North America May 11 2021
Cengage Advantage Books: The American Pageant Oct 28 2022 Developed to meet the demand for a low-cost, high-quality history book, this
economically priced version of THE AMERICAN PAGEANT, Fifteenth Edition, offers readers the complete narrative while limiting the
number of features, photos, and maps. All volumes feature a paperback, two-color format for those seeking a comprehensive, trade-sized
history text. THE AMERICAN PAGEANT enjoys a reputation as one of the most popular, effective, and entertaining texts in American history.
The colorful anecdotes, first-person quotations, and trademark wit bring American history to life. The fifteenth edition includes markedly
deeper explorations of the cultural innovations, artistic movements, and intellectual doctrines that have engaged and inspired Americans and
shaped the course of American history. Additional features of THE AMERICAN PAGEANT help you understand and master the content:
chapter-ending chronologies provide a context for the major periods in American history, while other features present global context and key
historical figures for analysis. Available in the following split options: CENGAGE ADVANTAGE BOOKS: THE AMERICAN PAGEANT,
Fifteenth Edition Complete, Volume 1: To 1877, and Volume 2: Since 1865. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
AP* U.S. History Review and Study Guide Aligned With American Pageant 15th Edition Sep 27 2022 Study guide and review for Advanced
Placement United States History for the student serious about doing well in the course. It serves as a great resource either while going
through the course, or at the end of the course as a review before the AP exam. This book is directly aligned with "American Pageant" (15th
Edition) so the student will do as well as possible during the course. Included are detailed outlines. The outlines link directly to each chapter
and to each chapter's sub-sections, thus making it great for a student taking U.S. History and using Bailey and Kennedy's "American
Pageant" as his or her main text and who strives to excel in the course. Note: this is the ebook/epub/ipad version.
Taking Power Jul 13 2021 Taking Power analyzes the causes behind some three dozen revolutions in the Third World between 1910 and the
present. It advances a theory that seeks to integrate the political, economic, and cultural factors that brought these revolutions about, and
links structural theorizing with original ideas on culture and agency. It attempts to explain why so few revolutions have succeeded, while so
many have failed. The book is divided into chapters that treat particular sets of revolutions including the great social revolutions of Mexico
1910, China 1949, Cuba 1959, Iran 1979, and Nicaragua 1979, the anticolonial revolutions in Algeria, Vietnam, Angola, Mozambique, and
Zimbabwe from the 1940s to the 1970s, and the failed revolutionary attempts in El Salvador, Peru, and elsewhere. It closes with speculation
about the future of revolutions in an age of globalization, with special attention to Chiapas, the post-September 11 world, and the global
justice movement.
US-China Relations in the Twenty-First Century May 23 2022 The relationship between the United States and China will be of critical
importance to the world throughout the twenty-first century. In the West China’s rise is often portrayed as a threat and China seen in
negative terms. This book explores the dynamics of this crucial relationship. It looks in particular at what causes an international
relationship to be perceived negatively, and considers what can be done to reverse this, arguing that trust is a key factor. It goes on to
discuss US and Chinese rhetoric and behaviour in three key areas – climate change, finance, and international security. The book contends
that, contrary to much US rhetoric, China’s actions in these areas is often much more flexible and accommodating than the US position, and
that the Chinese are much more knowledgeable about, and understanding and appreciative of, the United States than vice versa.
Korean Unification Problems in the 1970s Jan 07 2021
The American Spirit: U.S. History as Seen by Contemporaries, Volume II Aug 26 2022 This detailed primary source reader focuses on
political, diplomatic, and social history, presenting documents that include travel literature, religious sermons, newspaper articles, court
testimony, and diary entries. An ideal companion for THE AMERICAN PAGEANT, the text can be used with any U.S. history survey text.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Pathways of Learning Jan 27 2020 With the intent to present history as it really was, author David B. Kier offers a diverse collection of
nineteen essays that address major and minor issues in both American and European history. Delivered from a traditionalas opposed to postmodernistpoint of view, Pathways of Learning explores a wide array of topics. Continuity and change is a familiar theme in Kiers work, as
exemplified by the essay TJ and TR: A Tale of Two Revolutionaries, which compares and contrasts Thomas Jefferson and Theodore Roosevelt.
Politics and ideology are the subjects of the essay The Nasty Nineties, which focuses on America at the end of the twentieth century.
Intellectual currents are highlighted in essays about farmers in Populism as Parable and writers in The Impact of the Lost Generation. The
influence of popular culture is featured in Another Side of War: the Home Front in World War II. Informative, entertaining, and frequently
provocative, Pathways of Learning communicates the important role history plays in the world through varied and descriptive essays.
The Brief American Pageant Nov 17 2021
The American Spirit Feb 20 2022 US History from 1865 thru the Reagan era.
US Military Strategy in the 70's Jun 12 2021
The American Pageant Apr 22 2022 Traces the history of the United States from the arrival of the first Indian people to the present day.
The Brief American Payeant Dec 18 2021
China, Hong Kong, and the Long 1970s: Global Perspectives Nov 24 2019 This book explores the forces that impelled China, the world’s

largest socialist state, to make massive changes in its domestic and international stance during the long 1970s. Fourteen distinguished
scholars investigate the special, perhaps crucial part that the territory of Hong Kong played in encouraging and midwifing China’s
relationship with the non-Communist world. The Long 1970s were the years when China moved dramatically and decisively toward much
closer relations with the non-Communist world. In the late 1970s, China also embarked on major economic reforms, designed to win it great
power status by the early twenty-first centuries. The volume addresses the long-term implications of China’s choices for the outcome of the
Cold War and in steering the global international outlook toward free-market capitalism. Decisions made in the 1970s are key to
understanding the nature and policies of the Chinese state today and the worldview of current Chinese leaders.
West Asia Since Camp David Nov 05 2020
Imponderable But Not Inevitable Jul 21 2019 This book fills an important gap in the literature of modern warfare by focusing on random
elements in warfare often overlooked in both the planning and execution of military operations—factors that can turn certain success into
devastating failure. * Includes the work of eight distinguished contributors, each an expert in military history * Offers a bibliography of print
and online resources for further reading
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